
INVESTIGATION STATION POST-ITS 
 
Continuing Education 
Love of Nature 
Colorful Sunset 
Theme of Ecology 
Where are we? 
What defines a landscape? 
What do the multis represent? 
Timing-Lighting 
Nature or artifice? 
How do humans enhance the environment? Do they ever? 
What impact does man have on the landscape? 
Color in nature 
Straight or Curved 
Some (not all)…Amateur 
What makes a landscape? 
How do these images go together? 
The Palms: The possibly lone native tree vs. the landscaped ones 
The original state vs. the landscaped changed one 
Sad! 
What roles do fences play? 
What are we doing to the environment? 
Connection between life and death 
Construction often at the cost or destruction of nature/environment 
Reinventing new uses for old areas 
Multiple images - photo or painting? 
Importance of framing 
Nature - Polluted by man. Desolation 
Word- Stark 
Disgusting 
Is this California? 
Monumental 
Austere 
Tragic 
From order to disorder 
Death 
Yards- for beauty or function? 
Protect the environment 
Words: Juxtaposition, Color, Repetition, Lighting, Patterns, Placement, Forms 
Shading, Alienation 
 
Studio Brainstorm 
We humans want to make our mark on the natural environment. 
Themes: “I’m struggling with the big idea.” 
Who shot these? 



What does repeating an image do to the overall image? 
What is unique or beautiful about each one? 
Where? Who? Why? Connections: pattern, texture, color 
Repeated images being more thoughts 
How each person sees the same things differently? 
Connection: enclosing endless landscapes into little square areas 
Words: Places 
Are these all Southern California locations? 
How were these made? 
Man made. Natural. Surreal. Botanical. Repetitive 
How do they relate to one another? I see change, unused space, imagination 
Connection: Color, Space 
Repeat- one looks closer 
MORE 
Memories of “previous”- new connection here. Are they better this way 
Words: environment/location, nature/development, artifice 
What is scale? 
Pattern in common 
Connections: grids and multiples, development/change, overtime/evolution 
How have humans affected the environment? 
“COOL” especially the empty pool shot 
They are all places/spaces 
How does having multiple, very similar images, attract attention? What questions do 
multiples invite? 
 


